Introduction
[2] The ionospheric electron density distribution can affect human activities and systems, such as navigation and HF communication systems. To monitor the state of the ionosphere, so-called ionospheric weather, solely by observations is difficult due to lack of observations with sufficient spatial and temporal resolutions. Modeling the ionospheric weather is complex, since it varies with longitude, latitude, altitude, local time (LT), season, solar activity, and the geomagnetic condition. The ionospheric variability results from changes in internal and external drivers, such as neutral wind circulation, solar radiation, solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field interaction with the magnetosphere, and from the dynamical and nonlinear response of the thermosphere and ionosphere to these changes. Most empirical and physics-based theoretical/numerical models can simulate many climatological features of the ionosphere, but fail to reproduce the ionospheric weather due to lack of reliable estimations of the ionospheric drivers [Scherliess et al., 2006] . In addition, recent studies point out that the ionospheric drivers that are crucial to the specification of the ionospheric weather involve not only solar radiation and high-latitude electric fields and particle precipitation but also the thermospheric composition, temperature, and winds [Datta-Barua et al., 2009; Scherliess et al., 2009] . 1 [3] A powerful technique to reproduce the ionospheric weather is data assimilation that combines physics-based simulations of the ionosphere with observations. Many data assimilation models of the ionosphere have been developed in the past decade, based on either empirical or physicsbased models and different types of ionospheric measurements [Howe et al., 1998; Pi et al., 2003; Bust et al., 2004; Hajj et al., 2004; Scherliess et al., 2004 Scherliess et al., , 2006 Schunk et al., 2004; Mandrake et al., 2005; Fuller-Rowell et al., 2006; Komjathy et al., 2010; Matsuo and Araujo-Pradere, 2011] . They mainly assimilated ground-based observations with limited global coverage, and were thus not able to represent the global electron density distribution with high accuracy. As the global navigation satellite system evolves, total electron content (TEC) and radio occultation observations become increasingly available over the entire globe.
[4] This paper presents preliminary results from the first use of ensemble Kalman filtering (EnKF) to assimilate FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC (F3/C) electron density profiles (EDPs) into the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Electrodynamics General Circulation Model (TIE-GCM). The F3/C provides threedimensional (3D) ionospheric electron densities over the entire globe to cover areas without sufficient other observations, such as in the oceans, deserts, and polar regions. Unlike an ordinary Kalman filter, the EnKF allows for the use of a fully nonlinear forecast model without any modification. Furthermore, the forecast model error covariance is represented by the sample covariance calculated from an ensemble of model forecasts, and therefore the space-and time-dependent description of the forecast model error covariance is attained with a moderate computational cost. In addition, in this assimilation system, both the state of the thermosphere and ionosphere can be estimated by using the EnKF. The main objective of this paper is to demonstrate that an improvement in global ionospheric electron density specification is achieved by assimilating the F3/C observations into the TIE-GCM. The results of the assimilation are validated with independent ionosonde measurements.
Assimilation System
[5] The EnKF assimilation system is constructed with the NCAR TIE-GCM and the Data Assimilation Research Testbed (DART) [Anderson et al., 2009] . Detailed descriptions of this EnKF system can be found in T. Matsuo et al. (Thermospheric mass density specification using an ensemble Kalman filter, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2012).
[6] The NCAR TIE-GCM is a 3D, time-dependent, physics-based model of the earth's coupled thermosphere and ionosphere. The TIE-GCM uses a finite differencing technique to obtain a self-consistent solution for the thermospheric and ionospheric dynamics, the associated dynamo electric field and currents, and the electrodynamic feedback on neutral and plasma motions and thermodynamics [Roble et al., 1988; Richmond et al., 1992] . The TIE-GCM calculates the global distribution of neutral wind circulation, temperature, electrodynamics, and compositional structure of the upper atmosphere and ionosphere. The standard horizontal grid resolution of the model is 5 Â 5 in longitude and latitude. There are 29 pressure surfaces at half-scale-height intervals extending from 97 km to about 700 km (depending on the solar activity). At the upper boundary, the vertical O + flux and electron heat flux are specified, which approximates the plasma mass and heat exchange between the plasmasphere and the ionosphere.
[7] The EnKF is proposed as a Monte-Carlo approximation of a Kalman filter [Evensen, 1994] . It allows the use of a fully nonlinear dynamical model such as the TIEGCM as a forecast model, and uses the sample statistics from an ensemble of model forecasts to compute the impact of observations on the state variables [e.g., Evensen, 2009] . The ensemble of model simulations essentially emulates the evolution of the probability distribution. The posterior refers to the posterior probability distribution obtained after assimilation of observations, and the prior means that probability distribution prior to assimilation. Because the EnKF is a recursive filter (i.e., a type of filter which re-uses its output as an input), the state of each posterior ensemble member is integrated forward by the TIEGCM over the course of one assimilation cycle to yield the prior ensemble for the next assimilation time. Specifically, the mean of the posterior ensemble serves as an assimilation analysis, and is equivalent to the assimilation analysis obtained according to the conventional Kalman filter analysis equation [Daley, 1991; Evensen, 2009] . Because the sample covariance is computed from a smaller ensemble than what is required for the size of covariance associated with models like the TIEGCM, it is important to control spurious correlations by limiting the correlation length with a localization function. This procedure is called covariance localization [Houtekamer and Mitchell, 2006] , and is usually applied during the regression step used to transform and localize the innovations back into the state-space.
[8] The DART is an open-source community software for ensemble data assimilation developed and maintained by the Data Assimilation Research Section at NCAR [Anderson et al., 2009] . By using DART's carefully engineered ensemble data assimilation algorithms and diagnostic tools, stateof-the-art data assimilation systems can be implemented for different geophysical models with great ease. The DART includes a variety of algorithms for computing the updated observation ensemble including the perturbed observation ensemble Kalman filter [Burgers et al., 1998 ] and the ensemble adjustment Kalman filter [Anderson, 2001] .
[9] Matsuo and Araujo-Pradere [2011] presented successful observing system simulation experiments for ionosonde observations using the same assimilation system used in this study. They concluded that by self-consistently treating the coupling of the ionosphere and thermosphere both in the forecast and update steps of Kalman filtering, the thermospheric states can indeed be estimated from ionospheric observations, in turn improving the overall ionospheric specification. Hence, the electron density, the main dynamical variables of the thermosphere (neutral temperature and winds), and the major-constituent compositions (atomic and molecular oxygen mass mixing ratios) are included as part of the EnKF state vector in this study. (Note the sum of mixing ratios of major species (O, O 2 , and N 2 ) is set to 1 in the TIE-GCM.) To ensure that assimilation analyses of these variables always remain within physically meaning ranges, the minimum electron density is set equal to 10 3 /cm 3 , and the O and O 2 mixing ratios are bound between zero and one. When assimilation updates end up outside these bounds, the maximum and/or minimum values are used instead of the updated values for assimilation analyses.
[10] The F3/C mission consists of six micro-satellites that were launched on 15 April 2006 and reached their mission orbit of 800 km around December 2007. The main payload on board the F3/C satellites is the GPS Occultation Experiment, which provides global observations of the ionosphere to reconstruct the 3D electron density structure up to 800 km altitude. This data set makes it possible to study global ionospheric features at various altitudes in both hemispheres. The measurements have been used for operational numerical weather prediction, climate/reanalysis studies and ionospheric physics. The F3/C EDP is retrieved from GPS radiooccultation (RO) data along the GPS-LEO (low earth orbit) radio links near the raypath tangent points. Recent studies show that ionospheric electron densities derived from the RO sounding around and above the F 2 peak are reasonably accurate, whereas those below the F region should be used with great caution because of the assumption of spherical symmetry used in the Abel inversion [Lei et al., 2007; Kelley et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2010; Yue et al., 2010] . Therefore, the F3/C EDP observation error applied in this study is assumed to be the sum of a 10% instrumentation error and the estimated Abel inversion error percentage [Liu et al., 2010; Yue et al., 2010] .
[11] An observational forward operator which maps the model state variables to the observed parameters is needed. The TIE-GCM simulates the 3D electron density at grid location in pressure coordinates, and the F3/C EDP provides electron density profiles at irregular longitude and latitude locations. To simplify the forward operator computation and avoid the complication of missing model values above its upper boundary, the F3/C EDP is chosen for this new assimilation system development, instead of the line-of-sight integrated electron densities. The assimilation window is 1 h, which means that the F3/C EDPs occurring within 30 min of the assimilation time are assimilated. On average, there are approximately 85 profiles collected globally every hour, and used in each assimilation step. The F3/C EDP is retrieved from F3/C radio occultation and published by the COSMIC Data Analysis and Archive Center (CDAAC) at the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR). In this study, all EDPs are sampled between 160 and 450 km with a 10 km resolution and have quality control criteria applied to avoid assimilating obviously bad data, such as negative densities.
Ensemble Members Generating Strategy
[12] The thermosphere-ionosphere system is strongly controlled by external forcing, and therefore ensemble members are generated by perturbing the input forcing parameters of the TIE-GCM. In the filtering experiments presented in this paper, 90 ensemble members are generated via centered Gaussian distributions of three primary model input parameters: the solar 10.7 cm radio flux (F10.7, used as a proxy for solar EUV radiation) and auroral hemispheric power and cross-tail potential drop that control high-latitude energy and momentum input to the model. The hemispheric power and cross-tail potential are assumed to be correlated with each other, but correlation of F10.7 with the hemispheric power and cross-tail potential is not considered. The mean values of the Gaussian distributions come from corresponding observations of the F10.7 and the three-hour planetary K index (Kp) published on the NOAA National Geophysical Data Center webpage, where Kp is used to estimate the hemispheric power and cross-tail potential [Boyle et al., 1997; Zhang and Paxton, 2008] . The widths of the distributions are specified by a 14-day standard deviation of F10.7 and AE0.5 unit of Kp. The values are 5 Â 10 À22 W/m 2 Hz for F10.7, 2 GW for the hemispheric power, and 10 kV for the cross-tail potential.
[13] Our early numerical tests, however, showed that the ensemble members generated by perturbing these three model input parameters, although spanning a great range of electron number densities, did not yield sufficiently diverse profile shapes/altitude distributions to fully cover the observations variability. In order to increase the range of ionospheric F region peak heights (hmF2) and give sufficiently diverse profile shapes/altitude distributions, the vertical E Â B plasma drift is also varied. The vertical drifts have a Gaussian-like distribution when we perturb the three forcing parameters. Nevertheless, the spread due to the parameters alone is not enough to give an adequate diversity of profile shapes. Therefore, ensemble members are divided into three groups with default, higher, and lower global vertical E Â B plasma drift multiplying factors, which are 1.0, 1.5, and 0.5, respectively, to either raise or lower hmF2 and diversify the profile shapes.
[14] The forcing parameters assigned to each ensemble member are held unchanged over the assimilation time step. The spin-up time for each ensemble member is 10 h. In addition, the topside ionospheric electron density predicted by the original TIE-GCM is often higher than that from the nighttime F3/C observations, and this gross model bias resulted in a poor performance of filtering. The default nighttime vertical O + flux at the top boundary of the TIE-GCM is À2.0 Â 10 8 /cm 2 s at most locations, with some latitudinal and solar zenith angle dependence. To improve the performance of filtering it has been reduced to one-fourth of this default value, and this change has led to better nighttime results.
[15] Those 90 ensemble members are used to provide the necessary information on the variability of the thermosphere and ionosphere, and to calculate the sample covariance matrix to describe the correction and variance of the model forecast error.
Result and Interpretation
[16] The assimilation experiment is conducted for 12-13 April 2008 under geomagnetic quiet conditions. The observed F10.7 and Kp are averaged in this two days period. The corresponding values of F10.7, hemispheric power, and cross-tail potential are 69.0 Â 10 À22 W/m 2 Hz, 27.0 GW and 48.2 kV, respectively, which are used as the centered values for Gaussian distributions to generate initial ensemble members. In the EnKF framework, the probability distribution of ensemble members is assumed to be Gaussian. Therefore, the ensemble mean is used to represent the expected value of the probability distribution. The covariance localization function used in this study is given by the Gaspari and Cohn [1999] function with a half-width of about 10 degrees (about 1,100 km) in the horizontal and 200 km in the vertical. The assimilation results are compared with the stand-alone TIE-GCM without any observations assimilated under the same conditions and in the same time period.
[17] To assess this newly developed assimilation system, the root-mean square errors (RMSE) at the profile locations for each assimilation cycle are estimated between 160 and 450 km. The RMSE percentage of the electron density is calculated from the difference between the model simulated and F3/C observed electron density values, divided by the F3/C value. Figure 1 shows the globally averaged electron density RMSE percentage variation with the universal time (UT) from 10:00 UT on 12 April to 09:00 UT on 13 April 2008. The RMSE percentage became large around 15:00, 20:00, and 23:00 UT, but it generally decreased after the assimilation of F3/C EDPs. The overall decrease was about 5%. This assessment demonstrates that the EnKF assimilation system can adjust the electron density from the TIE-GCM toward the F3/C observations.
[18] Figure 2 displays control (ensemble mean value without assimilation) and posterior (ensemble mean value after assimilation) F region peak densities (NmF2) from 10:00 UT on 12 April to 09:00 UT on 13 April. The irregular structures associated with the F3/C EDP locations are the results of adjustment, especially pronounced in the equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA) region and the midlatitude region in the Southern Hemisphere in the 11:00, 12:00, 14:00, 19:00, and 08:00 UT maps. Slight enhancements of the NmF2 appear during the evening period over the geomagnetic equator in the 19:00, 20:00, 22:00, 03:00, 04:00, 06:00, 08:00, and 09:00 UT maps.
[19] Figure 3 illustrates the control and posterior electron densities in latitude and height along the À75 E longitude from 05:00 LT on 12 April to 04:00 LT on 13 April. At most times, the electron density distribution shows adjustments in altitude and magnitude near the F3/C EDP locations. This demonstrates that assimilating F3/C EDP into the TIE-GCM alters not only the peak density but also the peak height of the F region, related to the altitudinal information provided by the F3/C EDP. In addition, the EIA features become more prominent in the Northern Hemisphere except for the 11:00, 15:00 and 19:00 LT slices. Moreover, the two EIA crest shifts closer to the geomagnetic equator from the 11:00 LT slice, and acquires a sharper poleward edge in the Southern Hemisphere for the 14:00 and 15:00 slices. The electron density is enhanced above 250 km over the geomagnetic equator for the 22:00, 23:00 and 01:00 LT slices, as also seen in Figure 2 for the 03:00, 04:00 and 06:00 UT maps at certain longitudes.
Validation
[20] To further validate the assimilation results with independent observations, we use ionospheric NmF2 and hmF2 obtained from ionosondes located at the Jicamarca (JIC, À12.0 N, À76.8 E) in Peru, at the Donghwa station (TWN, 22.4 N, 120.5 E) in Taiwan, and at the Gakona station (GAK, 62.4 N, À145.0 E) in Alaska, corresponding to the magnetic equatorial region, EIA region, and highlatitude region, respectively. Figure 4 illustrates hmF2 and NmF2 comparisons for the control and posterior results at JIC from 04/12 06:00 LT to 04/13 18:00 LT. A radio occultation event does not regularly occur within the one hour assimilation cycle and within the localization window at any given location, so there are only 26 out of 37 h when an F3/C EDP is nearby the validation station and affects the posterior electron density. The RMSE percentage is calculated from the difference between the model hmF2 and NmF2 and ionosonde observations, divided by ionosonde observations for that assimilation cycle. This parameter is used to determine whether assimilation led to improvement in electron density specification. The average RMSE percentage of the control and posterior are 16.4% and 12.9% for hmF2, and 29.7% and 26.2% for NmF2 during this period. It shows that about 43% (16/37) of the time the posterior model state agrees better with observations for both hmF2 and NmF2 at JIC. Only about 11% of the time (4/37), neither hmF2 nor NmF2 is improved for this particular period. Nevertheless, when we consider only times when an F3/C EDP is nearby the validation station, assimilation of F3/C EDP leads to a better agreement of hmF2 and NmF2 with observations for about 81% (21/26) and 54% (14/26) of the assimilation cycles, respectively.
[21] Figure 5 shows another comparison as in Figure 4 at TWN from 04/12 18:00 to 04/13 23:00 LT. There are only 18 out of 30 h when an F3/C radio occultation event occurs nearby the station. The average RMSE percentage for the control and posterior are 13% and 14% for hmF2, and 43% and 37% for NmF2. The results at TWN are consistent with the JIC results, and only about 10% of the time (3/30), neither hmF2 nor NmF2 is improved for this particular period. Moreover, the assimilation of F3/C EDPs yields better agreement of hmF2 and NmF2 with observations for about 55% (10/18) and 72% (13/18) of the assimilation cycles, respectively.
[22] Figure 6 shows the high-latitude comparison at GAK from 04/12 05:00 to 04/13 13:00 LT. There are only 18 out of 33 h when an F3/C radio occultation event occurs nearby the station. The results at GAK are qualitatively consistent with previous results, and only 10% of the time (2/20), neither hmF2 nor NmF2 is improved for this particular period. Assimilation of F3/C EDPs yields better agreement of hmF2 and NmF2 with observations for about 82% (9/11) and 72% (8/11) of the assimilation cycles, respectively. However, the improvements are relatively small. The average percentage RMSE for the control and posterior are both about 18% for hmF2 and NmF2, with only a slightly smaller reduction in percentage RMSE for the posterior. The validation results suggest that assimilating the F3/C EDPs can improve the agreement between the modeled electron densities and observations not only at the magnetic equator and EIA region, but also at high latitudes.
[23] In general, the validation results show that the overall improvement of hmF2 (67% = 58/89) and NmF2 (62% = 54/89) is attained at most of the assimilation cycles with a low percentage of degradation (10% = 9/87). Once again, this confirms that our assimilation experiments with F3/C EDP are working reliably. Note that the improvement of hmF2 (72% = 40/55) is more obvious than that of NmF2 (63% = 35/55) by assimilating F3/C EDPs.
Discussion
[24] Assimilation of F3/C EDP into the TIE-GCM improves the accuracy of modeled global electron density and decreases the RMSE especially at, but not limited to, the profile locations. After assimilating F3/C EDPs into the NCAR TIE-GCM, the global NmF2 maps reveal hemispheric asymmetry of the EIA crests, higher electron densities at midlatitude, and density enhancement over the magnetic equator. The TIE-GCM simulations predict that the two EIA crests have roughly the same peak densities around the March equinox. However, the electron density in the Northern Hemisphere becomes higher than in the Southern Hemisphere when the F3/C observations are assimilated. The validation result for TWN also shows an increase of NmF2 over the TIE-GCM control run, improving the agreement with the ionosonde observations. At solstice, asymmetry of the EIA may result from a trans-equatorial neutral wind blowing from the summer hemisphere to the winter hemisphere. This causes upward motion of the plasma in the summer hemisphere and downward motion in the winter hemisphere [Lei et al., 2007] . Hemispheric asymmetry of neutral composition can also contribute to EIA asymmetry. The assimilation results suggest that either the thermospheric circulation or the composition in the TIE-GCM, or both, need to be modified to be able to represent the EIA asymmetry shown by the F3/C assimilation at equinox. The density enhancement over the magnetic equator is also seen in the Jicamarca ionosonde measurements (shown in Figure 4) , which further validates the assimilation system. The higher electron density at midlatitude and the density enhancement over the magnetic equator after the assimilation of F3/C EDPs also suggest that additional adjustments to TIE-GCM might be needed.
[25] Figure 3 shows how the assimilation of F3/C EDPs shifts the two EIA crests closer to the geomagnetic equator for the 11:00 LT and also reverses the hemispheric asymmetry of the EIA. The closer EIA crests suggest that the magnitude of the E Â B fountain effect predicted by the model could be too strong. On the other hand, some features, such as the reversal of the hemispheric asymmetry of the EIA and the disappearance of the density enhancement over just one assimilation cycle, are likely to be artifacts due to the fact that E3/C EDP comes and goes for a given location. This is because an assimilation adjustment is sustained only over a short period and fairly rapidly relaxes toward climatology with a time scale on the order of one hour, due to the natural relaxation time of the ionosphere due to ion diffusion and loss. Jee et al. [2007] replaced electron and O + densities as initial conditions of the Thermosphere Ionosphere Nested Grid model [Wang et al., 1999] and ran with the same forcing parameters, showing that the e-folding decay time of the initialization lasts only about 1$4 h around the F 2 peak E longitude within 30 min of a given assimilation time.
and less than 1 h below the F 2 peak. In our experiments, the posterior electron density also approximately relaxes back toward the climatology of the TIEGCM over the course of one assimilation cycle (one hour) and remains unchanged when no observations are available.
[26] Furthermore, we expect ionospheric drivers such as thermospheric winds and low-latitude E Â B drift to affect this relaxation time scale. Some studies have shown that these drivers can be inferred from electron density observations and made consistent with the electron density distribution. For example, recent studies have developed algorithms to estimate the neutral wind based on the relationship between the neutral wind and the electron density distribution [Luan and Solomon, 2008; Datta-Barua et al., 2009] . Moreover, Pi et al. [2003] and Scherliess et al. [2009] demonstrated that by using an assimilation model to estimate the low-latitude E Â B drift or neutral wind one can improve electron density specification. In our experiments, the thermospheric winds and compositions are adjusted by assimilation of electron density profiles, but this did not result in a significant extension of the relaxation time scale. It is partly due to the fact the spin-up time of ensemble members in our experiments is only 10 h and the coupled thermosphere-ionosphere system has not yet reached a steady state completely, as suggested by follow-up experiments with a longer spin-up time. In future studies, the relationship of relaxation time scale to the forcing estimation and the spin-up time needs to be addressed further.
[27] The validation of the assimilation results with ionosonde observations indicates that the RMSE percentage of NmF2 is reduced more significantly than that of hmF2. This is partly due to the inadequate vertical resolution of the TIE-GCM in comparison with the F3/C EDP. The vertical coordinate in the TIE-GCM is ln(p 0 /p), where p is pressure and p 0 is a reference pressure. The model vertical resolution (half scale height) with respect to geometric height is smaller at lower altitudes (2.5-10.0 km, below 150 km) and larger at higher altitudes (10.0-25.0 km, above 150 km). Although the posterior ensemble has been adjusted by assimilating the F3/C EDP with 10 km resolution, the adjustment of hmF2 is not accurately resolved after converting the height back to the model pressure level.
[28] It is important to mention that about 35% of the F3/C observations are rejected by the quality control (QC) and outlier threshold (OT) criteria we successively impose during the assimilation process. For an individual EDP, only those data at particular heights that do not meet the acceptance criteria are rejected, while the remainder of the data for that EDP is retained. An example shown in Figure 7 illustrates the rejection criteria for a poorly assimilated EDP. Below 200 km altitude, the F3/C EDP goes negative, which is unphysical and fails to pass the quality control. Only positive observations are used for assimilation, and so the negative observations are rejected. In addition, the consistency between the prior state and an observation can be assessed using the prior ensemble standard deviation and the observation error, in order to identify outliers. In this study, the outlier threshold is set to four times the standard deviation of the prior ensemble members plus four times the observation error. For example, in Figure 7 four ensemble standard deviations (one-sided length of the black bar) does not overlap four times the observation error (one-sided length of the red bar) between 210 and 350 km, indicating a large model-observation inconsistency. Therefore, the observations at these particular altitudes are rejected due to this outlier threshold criterion. For this profile, only values at 360 km and above are retained for assimilation. Thus, the result is a posterior distribution closer to the prior than to the observations.
[29] Figure 8 demonstrates the percentage of rejection due to either outlier threshold or quality control, and total rejection is shown as a function of local time and altitude. The average rejection rate is about 35%, mainly due to the outlier threshold. The rejection rate due to the quality control is less than 7%. It increases sharply around midnight (00:00-01:00 LT), which is mostly caused by the negative value problem of the F3/C EDP at lower altitudes. This implies that the F3/C EDP is almost useless at lower altitudes, and suggests that improvement might be achieved by assimilating the F3/C line-of-sight integrated electron content (radio occultation total electron content or ROTEC) instead of Abel-inverted vertical profiles. However, the TIE-GCM provides no electron density values above its upper boundary, where parts of the raypaths between the F3/C and GPS satellites lie. It is therefore not possible to carry out a complete forward modeling of the ROTEC from the TIE-GCM output alone. Hence, improved retrieval methods are desired to increase the utility of profiles in the data assimilation system in the future. The rejection rate due to the outlier threshold reveals a clear day/night contrast, and it is generally higher during the nighttime period than in the daytime period. Worth noting here is that the observations are rejected mostly at lower altitudes during the daytime period but at higher altitudes during the nighttime period. This suggests that there exists a large inconsistency between the TIE-GCM and the F3/C observations at these particular altitudes and local times, for reasons that are not fully understood. The OT rejection is found to be an important part of the data assimilation process, as it improves the agreement of the posterior EDPs with the independent ionosonde data.
[30] In the EnKF algorithm, if ensemble members have insufficient spread to cover the range of observations, the model will be given more weight than it should be given, which results in an inappropriate posterior state estimation. In this study, the ensemble members are generated simply by perturbing the F10.7, the hemispheric power, the cross-tail potential, and the vertical drift velocity. The solar EUV radiation (parameterized by F10.7) affects the daytime ionization rate and thus strongly affects the electron densities in the ionosphere. The hemisphere power and the cross-tail potential are used to control auroral precipitation and the convection electric field at higher latitudes, which affect the global thermosphere neutral wind and composition and electrodynamics and, consequently, the global ionospheric electron density. The vertical drift velocity influences the plasma motion and changes the peak height of the F region. Nevertheless, these ensemble members are still not adequate to cover the full range of ionospheric conditions observed by the F/3C. More work is needed to select other physical parameters in the model to perturb and to test them to reduce systematic model-observation inconsistencies and thereby the rejection rate of observations.
Conclusion
[31] In this paper, for the first time F3/C electron density profiles are successfully assimilated into the NCAR TIE-GCM by using a recently developed ensemble Kalman filter data assimilation system. The assimilation experiments have been conducted under geomagnetic quiet conditions. The reduced RMSE percentage shows that assimilating the F3/C EDPs brings the NCAR TIE-GCM electron densities closer to both the assimilated and independent observations.
[32] The validation of the assimilation results has been carried out by comparing with independent measurements of NmF2 and hmF2 by the JIC, TWN, and GAK ionosondes in the magnetic equatorial, EIA, and high-latitude regions. This comparison demonstrates that the posterior NmF2 and hmF2 obtained by assimilating the F3/C EDP into the TIE-GCM agree better with observations than those from the default TIE-GCM simulations. The ionosonde observations confirm interesting features such as the hemispheric asymmetry of the EIA, and the equatorial density enhancement, which appear to be real ionospheric signatures. Figure 7 . Example of conditions giving rise to rejected observations due to surpassing the outlier threshold (210-350 km) or failing quality control due to negative densities (160-200 km). The horizontal black and red lines are used to indicate AE4 times the standard deviation of prior ensemble members and AE4 times the observation error, respectively.
[33] To reduce the high rejection rate of observations during nighttime and at lower altitudes that results from the outlier threshold criterion, better ensemble member generation and model bias correction strategies are needed to fully cover the observations, and to improve the consistency between the TIE-GCM simulations and the F3/C observations. In addition to perturbing the solar F10.7 index, the hemispheric power, and the cross-tail potential, other forcing parameters such as tides, O + flux at the top boundary of the model and plasma drift velocity should be considered in future work.
[34] Furthermore, the use of the EnKF in this study only estimated the thermosphere and ionosphere states, such as the electron density, the neutral temperature and winds, and the atomic and molecular oxygen mixing ratios by assimilating the F3/C observations. We did not attempt to estimate any forcing parameters such as the solar F10.7 index, the hemispheric power, the cross-tail potential, and the plasma drift. The forcing parameters assigned to each ensemble member are held unchanged over the entire duration of assimilation experiment. However, it would be desirable to estimate them, for instance, by including them as part of the EnKF state vector (Matsuo et al., submitted manuscript, 2012) , since the thermosphere-ionosphere system is strongly controlled by external drivers. [36] Robert Lysak thanks two anonymous reviewers for their assistance in evaluating this manuscript.
